
Preface

The Thirteenth Amendment abolished slavery in the United
States. Moreover, the amendment’s contemporary relevance extends well
beyond the abolition of slavery: Its two sections grant the federal gov-
ernment authority to prevent many private and state civil rights abuses.
Congress can pass any laws preventing intrusions on liberty that it finds
to be rationally related to slavery.

The amendment ended all aspects of the South’s peculiar institution,
which spread far beyond plantation husbandry into interstate commerce,
government fiscal policy, and private sales transactions.1 Only some of
the exploitations associated with slavery were related to forced labor.
Slavery emaciated blacks’ civil rights and created an aristocratic class that
also disassociated itself from the welfare of white laborers. Slavery spread
a tangled web that covered many essential aspects of U.S. society, de-
valuing individuals’ humanity and denying them the opportunity to live
a good life. Powerful forces in the United States, who imprinted the Con-
stitution with their views, placed a greater value on property rights than
on the civil rights of a large segment of the population. Property
qualifications throughout the Union silenced blacks and unpropertied
whites and prevented them from resorting to political alternatives for
ending this hierarchy of privilege. Slave ownership became not only a
means of plowing a plantation and caring for a household; it was also the
way for whites to assert their supposed dominance both as individuals
and as members of Southern society.

The control that masters had over their slaves did not only involve eco-
nomic oppression. American society viewed slaves in commodification
terms; thereby, the spurious right to own human chattel eclipsed slaves’
rights to live free, unmolested lives. Owners’ property interests trumped
their slaves’ basic interests of receiving wages, making parental decisions,
choosing spouses, or traveling off plantations. The reach of the Thirteenth
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Amendment’s prohibition against the incidents of involuntary servitude
extends to all of these oppressions.

The amendment changed the fundamental structure of U.S. law. Before
states ratified the Thirteenth Amendment, the Constitution protected
slaveholding interests. The delegates to the Philadelphia Constitutional
Convention of 1787 decided that the Three-Fifths Clause, the Fugitive
Slave Clause, and the twenty-year protection on slave importation were
more important to drafting an acceptable Constitution than including a
Bill of Rights.2 Thus, from the founding of this country, slavery’s protag-
onists held a decisive share of power in the highest echelons of national
decision making.

The Thirteenth Amendment abolished the political structure that was
linked to slavery. The amendment also changed the dynamic between
state and federal sovereignty, granting Congress the authority to protect
civil rights. In fact, I argue that the amendment requires the federal gov-
ernment to protect individuals’ liberty rights, both from arbitrary private
and arbitrary state infringements. The Thirteenth Amendment’s idealistic
roots lie in the Declaration of Independence, which left the task of flesh-
ing out national civil rights protections to later generations.

The Civil War Congress fashioned the Thirteenth Amendment in the
midst of blazing events that almost produced a very different amendment,
one that would have explicitly guaranteed states the right to maintain the
institution of slavery. Just before the Civil War, on March 2, 1861, Con-
gressman Thomas Corwin from the Seventh District of Ohio proposed an
amendment in a vain attempt to appease secessionists, reading: “No
amendment shall be made to the Constitution which will authorize or
give to Congress the power to abolish or interfere, within any state, with
the domestic institutions thereof, including that of persons held to labor
or service by the laws of said state.” The Corwin Amendment, as it came
to be known, mustered the necessary two-thirds majority of Congress re-
quired by Article V. The vote in the House of Representatives was 133 in
favor of passage and 65 against; 24 senators voted for and 12 against.
After President James Buchanan took the unusual step of signing the Cor-
win Amendment, three states ratified it, and only the onset of the Civil
War stopped it from gaining further momentum.3

The Thirteenth Amendment began on the road to success about two
years later, on December 14, 1863, during the 38th Congress, by which
time Corwin was U.S. Minister to Mexico. A different Ohio representa-
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tive, James M. Ashley, introduced the proposed amendment as one of that
congressional session’s first bills. He announced his intent to submit an
amendment “prohibiting slavery, or involuntary servitude, in all of the
States and Territories now owned or which may be hereafter acquired by
the United States.” In the Senate, John Henderson of Missouri introduced
the proposal on January 13, 1864.4 The Senate Committee of the Judi-
ciary reported the final language for the amendment’s first section, which
the committee had appropriated from the Northwest Ordinance of 1787.
The decision to use readily identifiable model language made the first sec-
tion’s wording ambiguous enough to retain the support of Radical Re-
publicans and conservative enough to gain the votes of several War De-
mocrats.5

The proposed amendment then ground its way through Congress until
its ratification in 1865. The Senate had passed the proposed amendment
in 1864, but because of Democratic congressional gains in the 1862 elec-
tion the proposal initially had failed to muster sufficient votes in the
House. However, after President Abraham Lincoln was reelected in 1864,
his support for the amendment helped sway the House, which adopted
the proposal on January 31, 1865.6 After states ratified the Thirteenth
Amendment, the Reconstruction Congress relied upon it to pass several
laws that were primarily aimed at protecting newly freed people.

After Reconstruction, however, a series of Supreme Court decisions
substantially diminished the amendment’s significance in achieving gen-
uine liberation. The Court did not revisit the amendment’s meaning until
1968, during the heyday of the Civil Rights movement. In Jones v. Alfred
H. Mayer, the Court found that the Thirteenth Amendment not only
ended unrecompensed, forced labor but that its second section also em-
powered Congress to develop legislation that is “rationally” related to
ending any remaining “badges and incidents of servitude.” The Court’s
holding in Jones enables Congress to pass statutes against present-day
human rights violations, such as the trafficking of foreign workers as sex
slaves and the exploitation of migrant agricultural workers as peons. To
pass constitutional scrutiny, such laws must be historically related to in-
stitutionalized slavery. The judiciary’s role is to evaluate whether Con-
gress overstepped its section 2 authority. Unlike the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, which the Court has limited to state-sponsored discrimination,
Jones iterated that the Thirteenth Amendment prohibits private and pub-
lic deprivations of constitutional freedom. It is this dual capacity that
makes the Thirteenth Amendment a powerful complement among the
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Reconstruction amendments, providing liberty rights protections in cases
the Fourteenth Amendment does not reach.7

Literature on the Thirteenth Amendment is relatively sparse, and only
recently have scholars begun parsing its expansive meaning. Akhil Amar
has left an imprint on the scholarship with a series of articles. For in-
stance, he has argued that child abuse is analogous to slavery and that
hate speech is a badge of servitude. The congressional debates preceding
ratification and the congressional powers arising from the amendment’s
second section were the subjects of Douglas Colbert’s work. Both Amar
and Colbert drew extensively from the seminal article on the subject,
which Jacobus tenBroek wrote in 1951.8

Nor has the Thirteenth Amendment received much in the way of book-
length treatment. In 2001, Michael Vorenberg published Final Freedom:
The Civil War, the Abolition of Slavery, and the Thirteenth Amendment.
Vorenberg provided a noteworthy historical account of the years preced-
ing ratification and those immediately following it, but his book contains
little about the amendment’s significance to modern legal theory. G. Sid-
ney Buchanan wrote another excellent book on the subject, The Quest for
Freedom: A Legal History of the Thirteenth Amendment. Buchanan’s
book, however, gained a limited readership because the Houston Law Re-
view published it only serially in 1974. Further, Buchanan’s treatment is
not current with recent Thirteenth Amendment scholarship. I draw upon
these and a host of historical, legal, and philosophical studies to construct
a coherent theory of the amendment’s relevance.

My analysis of the Thirteenth Amendment begins in chapter 1 by
looking at the degree to which slavery was entrenched in the antebel-
lum United States. Its intrusion into political and social events was so
pervasive that virtually all the cataclysmic events of the nineteenth cen-
tury were conflicts over whether slavery should spread westward or
eventually be abolished. I reflect not only on the political events lead-
ing up to the Civil War but also on slavery as an institution, for a key
to understanding the Abolition Amendment is first to comprehend the
workings of the institution that it ended. Such a contextual analysis
brings to life events that gripped the country and led it to adopt an
amendment that, ultimately, provided a substantive assurance of free-
dom. Just as the intellectual and historical context of the revolutionary
period enlightens the study of the U.S. Constitution, a similarly in-
depth evaluation is critical for understanding the Thirteenth Amend-
ment.9
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The second chapter involves the incremental steps taken toward the
amendment’s ratification. While the Civil War raged in the divided coun-
try, the Thirteenth Amendment’s framers argued the desirability and the
reach of the proposed constitutional alteration. The congressional de-
bates contain precious nuggets of wisdom that are helpful for under-
standing the profound change the Reconstruction Congress intended to
achieve. Many Radical Republicans, such as Senator John B. Henderson
of Missouri, recognized that slavery had “curse[d] the country” and
brought “untold miseries.”10 The 1864 and 1865 congressional debates
on the proposed amendment indicate that many of the amendment’s pro-
ponents were not only committed to setting slaves free but, more gener-
ally, to protecting civil liberties. Even those congressmen who opposed
the proposed amendment foresaw its potential to end many discrimina-
tory practices. Thus, at its inception, Congress viewed the Thirteenth
Amendment as a definitive blow to slavery and its vestiges. But a series of
emasculating Supreme Court decisions, which I analyze in the third chap-
ter, thwarted the hopes born in the wake of the amendment’s ratification.
Only in 1968, when it decided Jones, did the court reinstate the amend-
ment as the bastion of viable sources for civil rights reforms.

Next, I examine the concept of freedom. That concept is so central to
the entire book that I think it best to explain my basic meaning up front
and then provide more detail in the fifth chapter. Individuals within a free
and equal society have the right to pursue self-defined goals, so long as
they do not arbitrarily infringe on the fundamental rights of others. Re-
strictions on autonomy that are predicated on arbitrary characteristics,
such as race, ethnicity, gender, or sexual preference, encroach upon the
victims’ dignitary rights and harm overall welfare. Within the context of
a constitutional republic, by which I mean a representative polity estab-
lished on fundamental law, each person has the right to pursue and fulfill
his or her unobtrusive vision of the good life. In such a society, the com-
mon good is the cumulative product of free and equal individuals who
pursue meaningful personal aims. Where people are uncoerced by obtru-
sive laws and private prejudices, they are more likely to creatively con-
tribute to the pool of talents that can be tapped to further community
contentment. My account of the Thirteenth Amendment asserts that a so-
ciety that safeguards the rights to self-determination and self-realization
is more likely to achieve a common good. Thus, the Thirteenth Amend-
ment is both deontological, because it protects individual autonomy, and
consequentialist, because it aims to achieve a better society.
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This concept involves freedom from unjust and arbitrary treatment;
freedom to define one’s purposes in life; and freedom for choosing from
a variety of civic and social opportunities. National protections of civil
liberties should facilitate people’s pursuit of meaningful lives and conduce
to social welfare. Emancipation is only meaningful where persons are left
free to fulfill their potential, unfettered by the “idiosyncratic judgments”
of others.11 The Thirteenth Amendment grants the U.S. government
power to secure the autonomy of emancipated, equal citizens. That
power is profoundly tied to this country’s collective passion for liberty.
Throughout its history, the nation has often fallen woefully short of its
self-image as a free republic of equals, particularly when slavery was so
endemic that even presidents like James Polk, senators like John Calhoun,
and representatives like Henry Wise owned slaves and acted in the polit-
ical realm to spread the institution. The Thirteenth Amendment reflects
the legal triumph, after the Civil War, of abolitionist aspirations. Each
generation is left to reconsider the amendment’s pertinence against any
remaining injustices that resemble slavery or involuntary servitude.

After a theoretical analysis, I conclude the work by explaining, both in
chapters 6 and 7, why the amendment is a potential wellspring for federal
civil rights reform. This point of view aims to refine the typical approach
to civil rights law. Congress and the Supreme Court have rarely relied on
the Thirteenth Amendment for protecting the fundamental right to lib-
erty. They have preferred to locate a variety of liberty rights in the Due
Process and Commerce Clauses.

Part of my contention in chapter 6 is that the Fourteenth and Thir-
teenth Amendments are complementary. While the former only provides
guarantees against discriminatory state actions, the Thirteenth Amend-
ment enables Congress to pass nationwide legislation against any state or
private vestiges of servitude. This distinction is significant for choosing
legislative and litigation strategies. I disagree with scholars who regard
only the Fourteenth Amendment to be currently relevant while virtually
relegating the Thirteenth Amendment to the past. For instance, David A.
J. Richards correctly thinks that both amendments concern the equal re-
spect for persons, but he mistakenly confines the Thirteenth Amendment
to a prohibition against slavery while maintaining that the Fourteenth
Amendment is an “affirmative principle of justice” that grants “enforce-
able guarantees applicable against the states of equal protection, privi-
leges or immunities, and due process of law.” Richards seems to only
credit the Thirteenth Amendment with ending coerced labor, thereby ren-
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dering the amendment irrelevant to cases of other civil rights abuses. Sim-
ilarly, I disagree with George H. Hoemann’s view that although the Thir-
teenth Amendment was to be “the crowning achievement of antislavery,
[it] became instead the most modest of ornaments.” While for years the
amendment’s potentials have largely gone untapped, it remains one of the
principal achievements of abolitionists and Radical Republicans.12

Further in chapter 6, I compare the civil rights value of the Thirteenth
Amendment to the Commerce Clause. Congress has enacted civil rights
legislation, such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964, pursuant to its authority
to regulate interstate commerce. However, the Supreme Court has recently
significantly diminished this congressional power, which has further ele-
vated the relevance of a Thirteenth Amendment litigation strategy.13

Moreover, I show that the Thirteenth Amendment has two advantages
over the Commerce Clause: First, Congress can pass laws prohibiting acts
resembling involuntary servitude even when they occur only within one
state; on the other hand, the Commerce Clause relates to interstate activ-
ities. Second, statutes that rest on the Thirteenth Amendment are clearly
related to human rights, while those that were enacted under the Com-
merce Clause place an emphasis on economic interests. Relying on an
amendment passed for the express purpose of ending oppression has an
important communicative value that commercial regulations do not.

In conclusion, I touch upon several current issues. First, I argue that
the federal legislature can prohibit states from adopting Confederate sym-
bols into their official logos since such displays amount to badges of servi-
tude. Then, I claim that the second section of the amendment authorizes
Congress to pass a national hate crimes law that would prohibit certain
acts not currently covered under any federal statute. Finally, I discuss the
Thirteenth Amendment’s significance to the labor movement, a subject
about which James G. Pope and Lea S. Vandervelde have written more
expansively.14 Even though slavery officially ended in the United States in
1865 with the passage of the Thirteenth Amendment, cases of peonage,
international human trafficking, and sharecropping continue to appear.

Before moving into the amendment’s potential uses, we must examine
the history from which it arose. The task of resurrecting the Thirteenth
Amendment into an effective civil rights instrument should begin with an
understanding of slavery’s broad effect on U.S. society.
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